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Abstract

Compilers, and especially optimizing compilers, are complicated programs. Bugs in compilers happen, and can lead to miscompilation: the production of wrong executable code from a correct source program. Miscompilation is documented in the literature and a concern for high-assurance software, as it endangers the guarantees obtained by source-level formal verification of programs.

Compiler verification is a radical solution to the miscompilation problem: by applying program proof to the compiler itself, we can obtain mathematically strong guarantees that the generated executable code is faithful to the semantics of the source program. The state of the art in this line of research is arguably the CompCert verified compiler. This talk will give an overview of this optimizing C compiler and of its formal verification, conducted with the Coq proof assistant.

A formal verification is as good as the specifications it uses. In other words, verification reduces the problem of trusting a large implementation to that of ensuring that its formal specification enforces the intended correctness properties. In the case of CompCert, the correctness statement that is proved is rather complex, as it involves large operational semantics (for the C language and for the assembly languages of the target architectures) and simulations between these semantics that support both choice refinement and behavior refinement. The talk will review and discuss these elements of the specification, along with some of the accompanying proof principles.
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